Opening the policy window for ecological economics: Katrina as a focusing event
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ABSTRACT

Ecological economics and its allied trans-disciplinary fields are well established in academia, but so far have failed to have significant influence on policy makers. Public policy research and theory suggest that three process streams must converge in order to shape the political agenda and change policy [Kingdon, J. 1984. Agenda, Alternatives, and Public Policies. Boston: Little, Brown.]. First, the “problem” stream emerges when an existing condition is defined as a problem – a discrepancy between current reality and a desired goal – and critical policy makers accept the definition of the problem. The “policy” stream emerges as consensus grows around policy instruments to solve the problem. The “politics” stream emerges as the “national mood” and leading politicians accept the gravity of the problem and are willing to implement the policies required to address it. When these three streams converge, a policy window is created that can move issues onto the political agenda and into formal policy. A focusing event, like Katrina, can bring these three process streams together. However, different strategic representations of the situation may allow entirely different problem definitions and policies to dominate the political agenda. This paper analyzes the extent to which Katrina has opened a policy window for ecological economics. We find that Katrina has strengthened the three streams necessary to create a policy window for ecological economics, but that the dominant economic paradigm currently on the political agenda – market fundamentalism – is strategically presenting Katrina as supporting its own problem stream and policy stream. Key elements of the ecological economic agenda, such as investing in natural capital, are making it on to the political agenda, but overall market fundamentalist policies appear likely to dominate. We argue that ecological economists have failed to galvanize public acceptance for the policy goals of sustainable scale and just distribution, thus failing to effectively communicate their perspectives on problem definition and/or policy solutions to policy makers and the voting public. We conclude with suggestions for how ecological economists can still take advantage of the Katrina window, and better prepare for future windows opening.

© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Over the past few decades, a number of trans-disciplinary fields have emerged that focus on critical problems at the interface of the human system and the ecosystems that contain and sustain it. These fields include ecological economics, ecological engineering, conservation biology, restoration ecology, environmental justice and many others. With international and regional societies, flagship journals with high impact factors and a small but growing number of graduate programs, these fields are well on the way to becoming established in academia (Costanza et al., 2004;
Mitsch and Jorgensen, 2003; Solomon, 2005). This fact is of little comfort however if we fail to move our public policies onto the political agenda and eventually see them implemented, which ultimately will require the cooperation and collaboration of political decision makers. These fields have thus far failed to cross the institutional threshold between academia and politics in a meaningful way, and we thus risk irrelevance on a very important level: the polis.

How can we make ecological economics and its allies politically relevant? How can we convince the general public and the decision makers that we have the correct diagnosis for pressing problems and the correct policy options to resolve them? How can we move these policy options onto the political agenda? Is the answer to continually refine our science, develop better policies, and prove to decision makers that ecological economics is the most rational alternative? This approach alone is inadequate. Policy makers do not rationally evaluate policy proposals to meet predetermined goals and objectively choose the best alternative. Politics is about the strategic representation of problems and policies in a way that brings together coalitions and alliances needed to move them on to the policy agenda. Politics is often more about emotion, metaphor, story telling and party loyalty than reason and objective facts (Stone, 2002).

The concept of policy windows is well supported by and builds upon conclusions from social psychology, evolutionary biology and policy theory. Since the 1950’s action research and change management pioneers have described social systems as generally resistant to change with cycles of unfreezing-moving-refreezing wherein the status quo is interrupted by new information that changes attitudes, values, feelings, behaviors and policy structures (Lewin, 1951). Modern researchers have used a similar model of punctuated equilibrium to emphasize that incremental change in social systems is interrupted by periodic accelerations of deep structural change (Wollin, 1999), as can be specifically seen through trends in public agenda and policy change in American politics (Baumgartner and Jones, 1993). In a new era of public policy theory (John, 2003), Kingdon’s precedent concept of “policy windows” offers insight into when, why and how such periodic change occurs.

In particular, catastrophes have provided the emotional leverage necessary to force fundamental policy changes, serving as “focusing events” that create policy windows (Kingdon, 1984). As is the case with most natural disasters and other catastrophes, Hurricane Katrina was an event that suddenly punctuated social and political attention; what is not yet clear is how deeply this punctuation will sink into appropriate policy responses.

This article explores the potential for Katrina to serve as a focusing event that could open a policy window for ecological economics and its natural allies: though hereafter we refer primarily to ecological economics, we believe our insights are equally relevant to all the emerging trans-disciplines mentioned in this introduction, and that we are only likely to achieve our goals working together. The first section will focus on what generally creates policy windows. The second section will describe how catastrophes have opened such windows, while the third and fourth sections will briefly summarize the ecological economists’ definition of the problems illuminated by Katrina as well as their policy solutions, contrasted with the problem definition and policies currently dominating the political agenda. We refer to the philosophy behind this dominant set of problem definitions and policies as market fundamentalism — the belief that that markets and the private sector almost always allocate resources more effectively than the public sector (regardless of the physical characteristics of the resources), that virtually all goods have adequate substitutes, and that the market system provides the best incentives for developing those substitutes. The fifth section will explain why the market fundamentalists have been able to take advantage of the policy window created by Katrina and suggest what ecological economists might still do before this window slams shut. The article concludes with suggestions for how ecological economists can move their policies onto the political agenda in the future in light of a growing number of ecological catastrophes.

2. Policy windows

Understanding how governments decide which alternative policies make it onto their agendas is one of the most difficult issues facing social scientists today. Birkland (2001, p. 106) defines agenda setting as “the process by which problems and alternative solutions gain or lose public and elite attention.” Groups are in constant competition with one another to try and push their items to the top of the agenda or “prepare for the time when a crisis makes their issue more likely to occupy a more prominent space on the agenda” (Birkland, 2001, p. 106). A policy window is a confluence of events that allows advocates to push their policy solutions to problems onto the political agenda (Kingdon, 1984).

Increasingly, public policy experts critique the traditional rational decision making theory of policy making and argue that government actors do not act based solely on the merits of a particular policy but rather act within a “garbage can model of organized choice” (Kingdon, 1984, p. 89). Policies are moved to prominence on the agenda through three process streams – the problem, policy, and politics streams – and decision opportunities are the ‘garbage cans’ in which these streams are mixed. The garbage can metaphor describes a process through which actors seek out problems for their solutions (e.g. particular policy tools) as often as solutions to their problems (Birkland, 2001).

The problem stream arises from interactions between “indicators, focusing events, and feedback.” Indicators (e.g. number and strength of hurricanes and tropical storms, the rate or extent of wetland loss, mortality rates by income group) give policy makers a quantitative measure of how well the system is performing, defining problems when this performance is poor. However, there are far too many indicators to monitor continually and problems are not always self-evident; Kingdon points out that often “they need a little push to get the attention of people in and around government” (Kingdon, 1984).

Focusing events are often what provide this push, presenting “a crisis or disaster that comes along to call attention to the problem, a powerful symbol that catches on, or the personal experience of a policy maker” (Kingdon, 1984, p. 100). Focusing events can bring less visible policy items to the forefront of an
agenda or reinforce already prominent agenda items, leading to timely political action in response to the problem, but alone may have only transient effects on agenda setting (Kingdon, 1984, pg. 103).

The likelihood of changes in the problem stream is further amplified by feedback from bureaucratic experience, citizen input or other outside forces engaged in systematic monitoring and evaluation studies. However, the tendency is for policies to remain frozen from change, as such feedback is often ignored until policy makers “are compelled by outside forces either to change their behaviors or go out of existence” (Baumgartner and Jones, 2005, pg. 18).

Kingdon describes the policy stream as a “primeval soup” where ideas rise to prominence, are confronted, combined, tested, and ultimately selected: “The soup changes not only through the appearance of wholly new elements, but even more by the recombination of previously existing elements. While many ideas float around in this policy primeval soup, the ones that last, meet some criteria. Some ideas survive and prosper; some proposals are taken more seriously than others” (Kingdon, 1984, pg. 123). This evolutionary model suggests that certain combinations of ideas have the potential to evolve into policy, while others do not. Once an idea “takes off” to become policy, however, a bandwagon effect often follows, opening the window for related policies.

The relevant question for ecological economists and their allies is how does an idea take off? To make it to the short list of policy proposals a policy must find a receptive policy community. Through the process of “softening up”, policy entrepreneurs (people who invest resources in hopes of a future return in the form of policies they favor) (Crenson and Ginsberg, 2002) take their ideas to specific communities where they hope that their policies will be received favorably. Proposals that are technically feasible, acceptable in the policy community, and in line with current budget priorities are likely to gain the attention of decision makers. “The policy stream thus produces a short list of proposals. This short list is not necessarily a consensus in the policy community on the one proposal that meets their criteria; rather, it is an agreement that a few proposals are prominent” (Kingdon, 1984, p. 151). Of course, ideas never considered can never evolve into policy as Stone (2002, p. 245) points out, “keeping things off the agenda is a form of power as important as getting them on.”

Finally, the politics stream is “composed of such things as public mood, pressure group campaigns, election results, partisan or ideological distributions in Congress, and changes in administration” (Kingdon, 1984, pg. 152). Including politics in the public policy analysis process is vital to understanding how policy makes it onto agendas. How decision makers interact with and perceive these political forces determines which policies they prioritize over others. Bargaining may be more important than persuasion as these actors strive to manipulate systems to align problems with policies.

When these three streams come together at critical times, a policy window opens, providing “an opportunity for advocates of proposals to push their pet solutions, or to push attention to their special problems” (Kingdon, 1984, pg. 173). Kingdon asserts that policy advocates such as members of think tanks wait around for an opening and then push their solutions that were crafted before the problem arose. While “[p]olicy windows open infrequently, and do not stay open long... the major changes in public policy result from the appearance of these opportunities” (Kingdon, 1984, pg. 175), consistent with the punctuated equilibrium model of social change.

Though all three streams are important to open a window, “the agenda is affected more by the problem and politics streams and alternatives are affected more by the policy stream” (Kingdon, 1984, pg. 176). A change in the problem stream such as a natural disaster or a terrorist attack tends to allow more specific policies to be enacted, while changes in the political stream such as the change of an administration can introduce a new set of ideals and priorities. Political and problem streams are related. “When a window opens because a problem is pressing, the alternatives generated as solutions to the problem fare better if they also meet the tests of political acceptability. Similarly, when a political event opens a window, participants try to find a problem to which the proposed solution can be attached” (Kingdon, 1984, pg. 183). Nonetheless, without the presence of a viable alternative policy, there would be no action to take on the window. The three streams must be working in sync in order for a policy window to come to fruition. “If one of the three streams is missing then the subject’s place on the decision agenda is fleeting. The window may be open for a short time, but if the coupling is not made quickly, the window closes” (Kingdon, 1984, pg. 187).

Policy proposals that tend to find success in one area are usually used in other arenas. “The first success creates tremendously powerful spillover effects. Policy entrepreneurs are encouraged to rush to the next available issue, coalitions are transferred, and arguments from analogy and precedent take hold” (Kingdon, 1984, pg. 203). Policy entrepreneurs are quite different from policy experts, as they seek to manipulate the three streams to achieve their objectives, frequently using the media or the courts to achieve their goals (Crenson and Ginsberg, 2002). The question is, to what extent will Katrina focus attention on ecological economic policies, leading to their successful implementation so that policy entrepreneurs can then push the policies, creating a spillover effect?

3. **Catastrophe as catalyst**

Catastrophes have a long history of serving as focusing events that open policy windows, often resulting in profound societal change. Three brief case studies serve to illustrate our point.

The Johnstown flood of 1889 occurred during the heyday of the so-called robber barons. Johnstown was a thriving steel town of 30,000 inhabitants on the banks of the Conemaugh River. In 1879, a number of industrial tycoons purchased an abandoned dam upstream from the town, along with surrounding lands, to create the South Fork Fishing and Hunting Club. The club widened and lowered the dam, aggravating existing problems. Professional inspections revealed that the dam was an accident waiting to happen. Confronted with the inspector’s conclusion, the South Fork club manager proclaimed, “You and your people are in no danger from our enterprise” (Ruff, 1880, as cited by Shappee, 1940).

Following heavy rains in May of 1889 the dam collapsed, releasing a massive wall of water that rushed through the
valley and decimated Johnstown. As broken houses, trees and other debris caught on a local bridge, people swept away by the floodwater escaped to safety on this tangle of debris only to burn to death as oil spilled in the flood-caught fire and engulfed the bridge.

News of the 2200 who perished and the accounts from survivors shocked the nation. A suit was brought against the Club, but despite the obvious neglect of the safety of the dam, neither the Club nor any individual member was held liable and no damages were paid. The court reasoned, it was an “act of God”. This became a national scandal, an event symbolic of the carelessness of wealth and power (McCullough, 1968). In an era when the federal government supported laissez-faire capitalism (Birkland, 2001), the flood focused attention on the “government’s duty to protect public safety” (Cupper, 2000), on the problem of monopoly capitalism (Brooks, 2005) and on laws which protected industries from liability for accidents (Shugerman, 2000), strengthening the political stream of the existing progressive movement and the call for the implementation of trust-busting policies. The event helped move these policies onto the political agenda, leading congress to pass the Sherman Anti-Trust Act in 1890 (McCullough, 1968) – the first action by the US federal government to limit monopolies held by trust companies – which Theodore Roosevelt relied on in the anti-trust campaign he initiated 11 years later (Posner, 1976).

Nearly 40 years later, heavy winter snows in the Mississippi Valley were followed by persistent and heavy rain in the spring of 1927. With reports of record flooding and breached levees upstream, New Orleans grew tense. The City convinced the Army Corps of Engineers to dynamite the levee at Caernavon below New Orleans lowering the flood height but flooding poor and middle class communities in St. Bernard and Plaquemines Parishes. Promises to compensate these communities were never fulfilled, fueling significant populist anger. Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover managed the rescue and relief effort. His quick and effective response propelled him from dark horse to the Presidency in 1928 but also created demand for a larger federal role in disaster relief.

The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 offer a recent example. The Project for a New American Century, a “non-profit educational organization” founded by William Kristol, Dick Cheney, Paul Wolfowitz, Jeb Bush, Donald Rumsfeld and others in 1997, called for massive increases in defense expenditures so that America could carry out its “global responsibilities”. In a document dated September 2000 entitled “Rebuilding America’s Defenses” (Donnelly, 2000) they claimed the need for a “substantial American force presence in the Gulf transcends the issue of the regime of Saddam Hussein” (p. 14). They argued that the huge defense increases needed for this plan would take a long time to be built up “absent some catastrophic and catalyzing event — like a new Pearl Harbor” (p. 51). Essentially, the neo-conservatives defined a problem, threats to American pre-eminence, and a policy solution, massive military buildup and military presence in strategic areas. George Bush’s election created the political opening. However, the focusing event of September 11, 2001, viewed on live TV, moved these policies to the top policy agenda, initiating the New American Century program. The bandwagon effect has helped neo-conservatives move a whole suite of policies onto the political agenda, ranging from tactical nuclear weapons and nuclear power to eroding civil rights in the Patriot Act.

The U.S. experience with 9/11 has been a particularly interesting example of managing a policy window. A theoretical background was formalized through a policy framework that provided solutions in anticipation of a problem. When the Trade Towers were attacked the neo-conservatives recognized that their focusing event had arrived. The political stream that had been built over many years was capable of moving their policy solutions forward. The greatest strategic success was being able to maintain the policy window. The Bush administration took the catastrophe of 9/11 and turned it into a new problem stream: the war on terror. This effectively created a new focusing event into which additional policy “solutions” could be added.

Hurricane Katrina has also focused public attention. People are demanding an explanation of what happened, and policies for dealing with the current disaster and preventing similar ones in the future. To be re-elected, politicians need to show they understand the problem and have credible solutions to offer. Both ecological economists and market fundamentalists have explanations of the problems associated with Katrina and accompanying policy solutions. The window is open. Our task is to understand who is and is not taking advantage of it, and why.

4. Katrina and the problem stream

The substantial differences in how ecological economists and market fundamentalists define the problem of Katrina are briefly summarized here in Table 1. Though market fundamentalists accept the neoclassical definition of the economic problem as choice under conditions of scarcity in the presence of unlimited wants – which is from their perspective solely an efficiency problem – their proposed policies have profound impacts on both ecologically sustainable scale and socially
Table 1 – Problem definitions for the causes and effects of Katrina, from the perspectives of ecological economics and market fundamentalism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Ecological economics</th>
<th>Market fundamentalism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scale (the size of the economy relative to the global ecosystem that sustains and contains it)</td>
<td>Scale is fundamental. Katrina results from 4 types of unsustainable scale: 1. Greenhouse gas releases in excess of waste absorption capacity causes global warming. 2. Costs of toxic releases exceed benefits, and difference worsens as toxics accumulate. 3. Costs of wetland loss exceed benefits, wetlands may be entering into spontaneous decline. 4. Fossil fuels are being depleted faster than substitutes are being developed.</td>
<td>Scale is irrelevant. 1. If global warming exists, costs of amelioration are greater than benefits. 2. Benefits of toxic release exceed costs. Economic growth provides the resources to clean up the environment. 3. Benefits of wetland loss exceed costs. Market substitutes possible. 4. There is no absolute resource scarcity, only relative scarcity. Relative scarcity → price increase → innovation of substitutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution (who gets what)</td>
<td>Distribution takes precedence over efficiency. 1. Allowing the private sector to monopolize land, degrade wetlands, pollute the environment and capture the rent from fossil fuels and minerals contributes to poverty. 2. Industrial pollutants, wetland loss, and other negative externalities have disproportionate impacts on the poor. 3. Wealth begets wealth, and inequalities worsen over time. What allocation mechanisms are most efficient depends on the desirable end and the specific resource.</td>
<td>Distribution does not matter as long as property rights are clearly defined. 1. Resource produced by nature should be privatized. The minimum wage increases unemployment, and economic growth is the solution to poverty. 2. The poor do not value the environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency (how resources are allocated to produce the most value)</td>
<td>1. Externalities and subsidies for oil extraction and other market activities generate inefficiencies. 2. Markets lead to inadequate production of inherently non-excludable resources such as levees and wetlands. 3. Markets lead to inadequate consumption of non-rival resources such as alternative energy technology.</td>
<td>3. Labor is awarded according to marginal product. Markets are always the most efficient allocation mechanism. 1. Government regulations, taxes, minimum wages and other interventions prevent markets from functioning efficiently. 2. Markets lead to inadequate production of non-excludable resources, but all can be made excludable. 3. Non-rivalness is irrelevant.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

just distribution. Scale, distribution and efficiency are therefore used as the framework for both perspectives.

How strong is the problem stream for ecological economics? Kingdon identifies three currents in the problem stream: indicators, focusing events and feedback. Many systematic indicators support the problem definition of ecological economists: overwhelming evidence for global climate change (IPCC, 2001); the increasing gap between hydrocarbon discoveries and annual consumption (Campbell and La borrére, 1998); evidence of endocrine disruptions from toxic chemicals (Colborn et al., 1997); the increase in US poverty in the last 4 years (DeNavas-Walt et al., 2005); and studies documenting the efficiency of investing in natural capital (Balmford et al., 2002; Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005), among others.

Katrina focused attention on unsustainable scale, unjust distribution and inefficient allocation as critical problems. Research suggested a relationship between hurricane intensity and global warming (e.g. Goldenberg et al., 2001; Emanuel, 2005; Knutson et al., 1998; Webster et al., 2005), but it took Katrina to bring the issue into mainstream media, political discourse and the public eye (see for example Kluger, 2005; Black, 2005; Gelbspan, 2005; Pearce, 2005; Milloy, 2005). Loss of wetlands and the services they provide (such as storm protection) received some media coverage (e.g. Hirsch, 2005), as did oil depletion (e.g. Mouawad and Trestor, 2005) and the excessive waste emissions behind the ‘toxic gumbo’ (e.g. Urbina and Wald, 2005), though coverage of the role of natural capital depletion in the Katrina tragedy left much to be desired (see Miles and Morse, 2007-this issue). Post-Katrina headlines focused on distribution as well: “Katrina Reveals Poverty Reality” (Vlahos, 2005), “Another War on Poverty?” (Samuelson, 2005), “Race, Class Re-Enter Politics After Katrina” (Neal, 2005). Even President Bush mentioned the “legacy of inequality” claiming that “we have a duty to confront this poverty with bold action” (Bush, 2005). Calls for substantial government investment in natural capital and public goods suggest broad support for public investment as more efficient than private sector investments in recovery.

However, as Kingdon points out, focusing events such as Katrina still require a pre-existing perception of a problem, and a problem is a discrepancy between goals and actual conditions. Most Americans fail to share the ecological economists’ pre-analytic vision of the economic system sustained and contained by the global ecosystem, and thus do not share the goal of achieving a steady state economy defined by a non-growing rate of extraction of natural resources from the sustaining ecosystem subsequently returned as waste. They therefore fail to define the problem as the discrepancy between the actual scale of the economy and the desirable steady state, and concern over poverty does not lead to calls for a more just distribution, as poverty can be alleviated through ever more economic growth.

It would in fact appear that the majority of the voting public and the ruling decision makers still accept the market fundamentalist’s definition at least in part: We must choose within conditions of scarcity how to best satisfy our unlimited wants. As long as wants are accepted as unlimited, Americans are unlikely to confront the problems of sustainable and desirable scale.
5. Katrina and the policy stream

Table 2 briefly summarizes some different policy solutions offered by ecological economists and market fundamentalists. As different policy solutions flow from different problem definitions, we continue to categorize them according to scale, distribution and efficiency.

We believe the policy stream for ecological economics is robust. There is strong agreement between neoclassical and ecological economists on many recommendations, political support across the ideological spectrum for some recommendations, and a record of success where policies have been implemented.

For example, though ecological economists tend to favor cap and trade policies because they address scale first, then distribution, then efficiency (Daly, 1997), while conventional economists primarily laud their efficiency, both support the basic policy. Cap and trade policies have proven cost effective for waste emissions and fisheries (Roodman, 1998; Portney and Stavins, 2000), and are politically acceptable across the ideological spectrum. Conditions may therefore be appropriate for ‘spillover effects’, where this policy solution is applied to more and more problems such as wetland loss, CO$_2$ emissions and even fossil fuel depletion. There are legitimate concerns that caps are frequently too lenient, trading can lead to pollution ‘hot spots’ when local communities have no say in the caps, and the initial distribution of tradable permits is often unjust, rewarding existing polluters. These concerns however would more likely be addressed if the ecological economists’ problem definitions were more widely accepted.

Pigouvian taxes seem to be more acceptable in Europe, which provides a strong record of success (Ekins, 1999). Financial assurance bonds are used for hard rock mining and oil well decommissioning (Ferreira et al., 2004). In terms of the democratic right to determine macro-allocation, several states in the US have “declared in their constitutions that natural resources belong to the people and that government acts as the people’s trustee” (Friends of the Commons, 2004, p. 3). The Pennsylvania constitution states that “natural resources are the common property of all the people, including generations yet to come. As trustee of these resources, the Commonwealth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Ecological economics</th>
<th>Market fundamentalism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scale</td>
<td>1. Policies should allow a margin of error when dealing with biophysical systems that are both poorly understood and susceptible to irreversible and/or unpredictable change.</td>
<td>1. Negative impacts of human activities on biophysical systems must be proven, and costs of activities shown to exceed benefits, before considering market based instruments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Cap greenhouse gas releases at the minimum estimate of waste absorption capacity.</td>
<td>2. Relax environmental regulations to encourage more fossil fuel extraction; open currently off-limit sites for exploration and extraction; reduce sector taxes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Cap toxic releases at the minimum estimate of local waste absorption capacity, or at the point where increasing marginal costs are equal to diminishing marginal benefits for the affected population.</td>
<td>3–4. Relax environmental regulations and taxes on industries that pollute and/or degrade wetlands.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Restore wetlands at a minimum to the point where they are self-sustaining, or to the point where the benefits of restoration cease to exceed the costs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Demand financial assurance bonds be posted to cover uncertain ecological impacts.</td>
<td>5. Exempt business from liabilities for ecological damages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Invest royalties from fossil fuel extraction in the development of renewable, decentralized substitutes.</td>
<td>6. End royalty payments on fossil fuels to encourage new discoveries and faster extraction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>1. Decisions on macro-allocation (the share of ecosystem structure that should be left to provide ecosystem services, and the share that can be converted to economic services) should be democratically decided by the communities benefiting from those ecosystem services. Campaign finance reform may be required to prevent plutocratic outcomes.</td>
<td>1. Decisions on macro-allocation are decided by market forces, i.e. one dollar, one vote (plutocracy).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Capture all rents from those who convert ecosystem structure to economic output and use them to compensate the rest of society for this privilege.</td>
<td>2. End royalty payments and rent capture. Repeal Bacon–Davis act.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Compensation for negative externalities should accrue to those affected.</td>
<td>3. No internalization of externalities (note that conventional environmental economists favor internalization of externalities, but believe that compensation for those who suffer their impacts is generally inefficient).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>1. Internalize externalities via Pigouvian taxes or auctioned quotas, and eliminate subsidies for market activities.</td>
<td>1. Reduce existing taxes, create no new ones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Increase government investment in natural capital and other public goods.</td>
<td>2. Reduce government investment in public goods and natural capital.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Increase government investment in open source technologies that provide or protect public goods.</td>
<td>3. Increase enforcement of intellectual property rights.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
shall conserve and maintain them for the benefit of all the people" (Friends of the Commons, 2004, p. 4).

In summary, support for most of these policy options is strong and/or increasing, and is probably not where ecological economists should be concentrating their efforts.

6. Katrina and the politics stream

The politics stream seems to be the weakest current for ecological economics, and is probably the strongest for market fundamentalists. The Executive and Legislative branches of the federal government are controlled by market fundamentalists.

Two positive trends suggest hope. First, the political stream behind ecological economics may be gaining steam at the local level. Politicians across the ideological spectrum in Louisiana have come together to demand public sector investments in levees and wetlands, which implicitly supports both our scale and efficiency policies.

Second, polls suggest that the “national mood” increasingly supports the ecological economic agenda, at least to some degree. For example, a Pew survey found that the number of Americans citing energy problems as a top domestic priority for Bush and Congress rose from 47% to 58% between January 2005 and January 2006, while support for protecting the environment rose from 49% to 57% (Pew Research Center, 2006). A Harris-interactive poll found that agreement with the statement “Protecting the environment is so important that requirements and standards cannot be too high and continuing environmental improvements must be made regardless of cost” increased from 56% in 2002 to 74% in 2005 (Americans and the World, 2003). Attitudes can shift policy. Nearly half of the US population lives within regions where the state or local governments have agreed to follow the Kyoto Protocol (Fisher and Costanza, 2005).

With the national mood supportive, why does the politics stream for ecological economics remain so weak? The attitudes across political parties are crucial. For example, while nearly 70% of Democrats believe problems of the poor are a top issue, only 36% of Republicans agree. There is a similar partisan gap on protecting the environment (Pew Research Center, 2006). Thus, though a majority of Americans supports substantial elements of the ecological economics agenda, only a minority in the ruling party does so. However, even the Clinton administration failed to commit to the Kyoto Protocol, and Al Gore stated that the “The maximum that is politically feasible, even the maximum that is politically imaginable right now, still falls short of the minimum that is scientifically and ecologically necessary” (as quoted in McKibben, 1995). While the Republican majority appears hostile to the ecological economic agenda, the Democrats offer only very limited support. It appears that a majority of our politicians believe sustainable scale is irrelevant, and just distribution and efficient allocation are both achieved by unhampered market forces. Thus, in spite of some positive signs, there is little question that the politics stream is the dominant current holding the policy window shut for ecological economics.

In summary, the strongest current pushing ecological economics onto the political agenda, the policy stream, is also the least effective alone: Though the other currents mean little without effective policies, the problem stream and politics stream are more likely to open the window. Ecological economists must therefore learn how to strengthen these other two streams.

7. Strengthening the problem stream

The problem definitions of ecological economics flow from the discrepancy between our goals and current reality, but there is little public or political acceptance of the goals themselves. As Donella Meadows (1997) argued, changing goals is one of the strongest levers for changing an entire system, second only to a shift in the paradigm from which the goals themselves arise.

Before we suggest options for “getting the message out,” we must discuss the message itself. What are strategies to convey our core concepts to the public?

Stone (2002) identifies four key goals accepted by virtually all policy makers and the public: security, equity, efficiency and liberty. These goals have broad acceptance because they can be defined in so many different ways, but become “the object of political struggle” as policy makers strive to build coalitions and alliances around their specific definitions. In fact, ecological economists use these same general goals to describe their specific objectives. Security is about meeting human needs, which demands we preserve the ecosystems providing both life support functions and the raw materials essential for all economic production. Just distribution is about equity, both within and between generations. Free choice in a market system and the right not to suffer from the actions of others (negative externalities) are issues of liberty. Macro-allocation concerns the efficient apportionment of natural capital between ecosystem services and the raw materials needed for economic production. Micro-allocation is the efficient apportionment of raw materials among different economic products. Our challenge is to build coalitions around our definitions of these goals, so that people and policy makers will accept our problem definitions.

The solution is not simply better science. While good science can help gain broad public support for our goals, average citizens and policy makers often do not understand scientific explanations of ecological thresholds, ecosystem services, and other important scientific issues, which makes it easy to sow public doubt about scale problems with almost universal scientific acceptance, such as global warming. When asked how skilled scientists and researchers were at presenting their case to Congress, Congressman Brown gave a telling answer: “Very unskilled. They, generally speaking, have too great a faith in the power of common sense and reason. That’s not what drives most political figures, who are concerned about emotions and the way a certain event will affect their constituency. If you’re going to work in a political environment, you have to know the reasoning of the people you’re dealing with” (as quoted in Dreifus, 1999).

As a result, instead of using objective scientific explanations to gain support for our goals and policies, we would be more effective drawing upon literary techniques such as metaphor and synecdoche (Stone, 2002) to convey our message, particular when the audience extends beyond economists. Some British officials have begun equating global
warming with “weapons of mass destruction” (May, 2005), tying it closely to the security issue. The best writers in ecological economics already rely heavily on metaphor: Boulding’s (1966) “spaceship earth,” Daly’s (1991) Plimsoll line, Rees and Wackernagel’s (Rees, 1992; Rees and Wackernagel, 1994) “ecological footprint.” Such metaphors not only create graphic images that help people understand the issue of scale, but accepting the metaphors forces one to accept the goal of sustainable scale — we need to maintain the life support functions of a spaceship, we cannot acquire so many goods that the planet’s Plimsoll line is submerged, or leave too large a footprint. Most ecological economists were probably influenced by at least one of these metaphors.

Symbols by their very nature are not exact, and are subject to interpretation. An ongoing dispute in ecological economics is over the appropriateness of monetary valuation of ecosystem services. As good science, there are plenty of reasons to be concerned with the normative and methodological issues behind valuation (Cowdy, 1997; Vatn and Bromley, 1994; Daly and Farley, 2003), but in politics, even numbers are just symbols (Stone, 2002). When Costanza et al. (1997a,b) place a dollar value on ecosystem services, they are not saying these services are exactly like market goods, that they can or should be exchangeable for money, or that they are fungible with other market goods. What they are saying is that these services are an important source of wealth and well-being, at least as important as those produced by the economy, and we should therefore do our utmost to preserve them. The public readily grasps the metaphor.

In addition to communicating in appropriate language, ecological economists must also learn to communicate an appropriate message — including a positive vision of a sustainable and desirable future emphasizing our central goals and values (Meadows, 1996; Farley and Costanza, 2002). A vision provides a goal to strive towards and a metric for evaluating our progress. It will prove far more effective than a litany of policy proposals. As long as an end to physical growth of the economy and more just distribution are viewed as hardships, it will be very difficult to gain broader acceptance, no matter how compelling the scientific evidence that current trends are unsustainable. Without a positive vision, ending economic growth cannot even be discussed in politics, and is thus permanently off the political agenda. As Shellenberger and Nordhaus (2005) point out, Martin Luther King’s “I have a Dream” speech was far more empowering than an “I have a nightmare” speech could have been. A positive vision creates the goal which defines the problem and inspires political support, and problem definitions in turn determine the policies.

Good scientists need to be clear and unambiguous. Good public policy makers need to gain broad support for their vision and policies, but gaining broad support often requires vague and ambiguous statements (Stone, 2002). Ecological economists trying to bridge science and public policy need to work with both methods. Goals are normative, not objective. To gain support for our goals requires the language of good poetry and story telling. Katrina should become a synecdoche — a figure of speech in which the part is used for the whole — for what happens when we exceed sustainable scale, allow unjust distributions, and allocate our resources inefficiently between public and private goods. While many ecological economists have already shown themselves to be masters of metaphor, if we hope to strengthen the political stream we must learn to communicate to broader audiences.

8. Strengthening the politics stream

The Johnstown and 1927 floods and 9-11 disaster benefited from political streams — a progressive movement for the first two, and the neo-conservative movement for the third — which allowed policy windows to open. The progressive movement at the turn of the last century turned to social science to improve society. Tired of rampant corruption, social movements evolved which resulted in reforms: the civic service system, standard budgeting practices, systemic performance appraisals, and so on. It was the melding of a social movement and “good science.” Even the neo-conservatives call on the “good science” of market fundamentalism to improve society, for they believe as Milton Friedman (1962, p. 135) stated, that “[f]ew trends could so thoroughly undermine the very foundation of our free society as the acceptance by corporate officials of a social responsibility other than to make as much money for their stockholders as possible”.

Ecological economists are also seeking to improve society through the synthesis of the social and natural science, but still lack the necessary political stream. We can’t build political support by assuming there are 100 million policy wonks eager to digest a bleak list of problems and policies (Shellenberger and Nordhaus, 2005). We need to promote our goals and vision before our problem definition will be accepted. We also need to make sure that our policy responses are readily available to policy makers the instant they are needed. We can learn much from the market fundamentalists.

The neo-conservative, market fundamentalist alliance spent the last four decades, beginning in earnest with the defeat of Barry Goldwater in 1964, to create an infrastructure designed to frame public problems. A network of neo-conservative think tanks, funded by a relatively small, but effective group of private foundations and funders, has evolved (Covington, 1997; Covington and Parachini, 1995). They advanced the think tank organization to encompass media outreach, often measuring success by the number of op-ed pieces published and policy experts they get on television and radio programs.

This network of think tanks, funders and policy experts backing market fundamentalist policies has all but captured the politics stream in the United States. To alter this landscape, several changes need to take place. It is true that numerous foundations, social movements and non-profit organizations are advancing pieces of the paradigm, and some local governments are taking the lead on promoting progressive policies and views of problems that integrate pieces of the ecological economic paradigm. Yet to date, this movement has been decentralized, without a comprehensive framework integrating the separate elements of ecologically sustainable scale, just distribution and efficient allocation. This has led to the widespread argument that the progressive and environmental movements are issue based, without a unifying vision or values to coordinate them (Shellenberger and Nordhaus, 2005).
Ecological economics could provide that integrating vision, but it unfortunately remains largely confined to the ivory towers (though as a trans-discipline, it roams the terrain between the towers as well). Efforts need to be made to coordinate and activate progressive networks that challenge the neo-conservative hegemony. Ecological economics must become trans-institutional as well as trans-disciplinary.

First, ecological economists should make strategic alliances with think tanks and policy groups that share our values and help create new ones. Inherently interdisciplinary, such institutions actively cultivate a stable of experts to produce timely op-ed pieces, policy briefs, and books, and to appear on television and radio. Think tanks are better than academia at strengthening the policy stream for three key reasons: they respond promptly to focusing events, they write for a lay audience, and their output is readily accessible on appealing websites. In the immediate aftermath of crisis, both politicians and journalists must show they understand the issues, and turn to think tanks for their analysis. When the crisis resulted from failed policies, politicians are most open to considering new ones. The Heritage foundation took less than two weeks after Katrina to provide a suite of policy recommendations for dealing with the aftermath. Their recommendations were reported in the media and are clearly guiding many of the policies currently being implemented. In contrast, it may take a year or more for policy recommendations to appear in academic journals which neither politicians nor journalists will read. Finally, think tank experts themselves often become political appointees, giving them even greater ability to push the agenda.

Second, ecological economists should link to the foundations, social movements and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) working on pieces of the agenda, and show how ecological economics provides the unifying framework and vision that can bring them all together. As one example among many, the labor movement shares our goal of a more just distribution of resources, but often views pro-environment policies as a threat to jobs. Capturing and fairly distributing natural resource rents however improves both the environment and distribution, and investing in wetland restoration increases jobs in fisheries and tourism. The labor force in Louisiana’s cancer alley would likely see enormous health benefits from more stringent environmental regulations and even more jobs — when Louisiana dramatically tightened pollution controls between 1988 and 1992, manufacturing jobs soared while toxic emissions declined by 50%. Systematic studies in fact show that states with the weakest environmental regulations have the most unemployment, so that “spending to control pollution constitutes a progressive policy with respect to income distribution” (Templet, 2003). From within the ecological economic paradigm, labor movements and environmental movements are natural allies.

Working closely with project-oriented non-governmental organizations (NGOs) can be particularly advantageous. NGO’s often see benefit in strengthening the theoretical framework in which they operate. They also provide “ground-truthing” for theory and can offer the experience in applied ecological economics that provides the meaningful and persuasive stories needed to develop the political stream. The combination of academics, ecologically-oriented think tanks and NGO’s operating at the community level can help break the log-jam in the political stream that keeps ecological economics a theoretically inspiring but politically weak discipline.

Finally, we should cultivate the political stream locally and regionally wherever possible. In Louisiana, the impact of Katrina is still devastating socially, economically, politically, and environmentally, and both populace and politicians appear increasingly open to our agenda. Though Federal interest may wane, the state and its people, particularly the displaced, continue to languish, keeping the policy window open much longer at the local level. And it is not only Louisiana that is now living in fear of the next category five hurricane season, and open to another problem definition.

In fact, the politics stream for the ecological economics agenda is already strong in Louisiana. Wetland restoration and hurricane protection are seen by local politicians (of both parties), the general public and particularly coastal communities and New Orleans residents, as a life and death issue. Even prior to Katrina, Louisiana: Vision 2020, a program supported throughout the state, outlined $15 billion in restoration projects in the Louisiana wetlands (Louisiana Economic Development Council, 2003). Even groups such as the New Orleans Chamber of Commerce and the US Army Corps of Engineers have recognized that the storm protection in the Gulf Coast states requires expansive, healthy wetlands and barrier islands. While the federal government has moved to eliminate royalty payments on fossil fuels (Andrews, 2006), Louisiana’s Governor has recently demanded that royalties from off-shore oil drilling be returned to Louisiana (Rivlin, 2006).

Even the vision of a steady state economy might sell better in Louisiana than elsewhere. Louisiana is one of the poorest states. Most of the counties hit by Katrina have much higher poverty and unemployment levels than the US as a whole. The reigning vision in the US is one of economic growth driving ever-increasing consumption levels leading to a higher quality of life. The current administration has kept the neo-conservative/market fundamentalist policy window open through fear: fear of oil shortages, fear of economic collapse, fear of terrorists. Fear works well as a motivator but is exhausting and for that reason not sustainable. An increasingly unattainable vision driven by fear is the equivalent of the “I have a nightmare” speech. We need to counter with a dream, a positive vision describing the benefits of sustainable scale (less work, less consumption, less environmental degradation), just distribution (common ownership of natural assets and fair returns to labor) and efficient allocation (increasing investments in natural, social and human capital).

What makes the local approach even more appealing is the spillover effect Kingdon describes, where a policy applied successfully in one situation gains adherents and is soon applied elsewhere and in other situations. Investing in natural capital in Louisiana will make it more likely in the Puget Sound; if Louisiana captures hydrocarbon royalties, other states will do the same; if slashing toxic waste emissions in Louisiana increases employment, other states will follow, with the support of labor. Local action can lead to national action.
9. Conclusions

Ecological economics and its allied trans-disciplinary fields are too important to remain cloistered in academia. There is growing scientific evidence that we are exceeding sustainable scale, which will force us to pay greater attention to just distribution and the efficient allocation of investments across natural, social, human and built capitals. The irreversible outcomes that may occur when we cross critical ecological thresholds mean that we must be proactive in pushing our policies, not reactive. We have honed our problem definitions and policies, but have so far failed to create the political stream necessary to move them on to the political agenda. Coastal catastrophes not only serve as exceptionally good examples of the explanatory power of our paradigm, and its superiority to market fundamentalism as a means of increasing human quality of life for this and future generations, but also focus public attention. We must take advantage of the policy windows created by these and other minor catastrophes before we face cataclysmic catastrophes on a global scale.

To achieve this, we must draw on insights from the field of public policy to learn how to open policy windows. To strengthen acceptance of our problem definitions, we need more support for our goals, which requires a positive, shared vision of the sustainable and desirable future our policies would create. We need to convey that vision through the language of literature and poetry, but back it up with solid objective science. We must become trans-institutional as well as trans-disciplinary, working with think tanks, social movements, NGOs, the media and policy makers. We must create the political stream that will carry our ideas onto the political agenda, locally, nationally and globally.

Ecological economics and the other emerging trans-disciplinary fields discussed here are ideally suited to meet these challenges. We already pride ourselves on being trans-disciplinary problem solvers who integrate ideas and methodologies from any field as required to address a given problem (Norgaard, 1997; Costanza et al., 1997a,b). The field of public policy provides important insights into solving the big problem (Norgaard, 1997; Costanza et al., 1997a,b). The field of public policy provides important insights into solving the big problem. Coastal catastrophes not only serve as exceptionally good examples of the explanatory power of our paradigm, and its superiority to market fundamentalism as a means of increasing human quality of life for this and future generations, but also focus public attention. We must take advantage of the policy windows created by these and other minor catastrophes before we face cataclysmic catastrophes on a global scale.

To achieve this, we must draw on insights from the field of public policy to learn how to open policy windows. To strengthen acceptance of our problem definitions, we need more support for our goals, which requires a positive, shared vision of the sustainable and desirable future our policies would create. We need to convey that vision through the language of literature and poetry, but back it up with solid objective science. We must become trans-institutional as well as trans-disciplinary, working with think tanks, social movements, NGOs, the media and policy makers. We must create the political stream that will carry our ideas onto the political agenda, locally, nationally and globally.

Ecological economics and the other emerging trans-disciplinary fields discussed here are ideally suited to meet these challenges. We already pride ourselves on being trans-disciplinary problem solvers who integrate ideas and methodologies from any field as required to address a given problem (Norgaard, 1997; Costanza et al., 1997a,b). The field of public policy provides important insights into solving the big problem of extending our paradigm shift to politics, and to do so we must become trans-institutional as well as trans-disciplinary.
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